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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
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English translation:  
 
S: What is your second most favorite dish? Is there a certain favorite dish? 
 
L: Hmm… my favorite dish… Zorbian, the Zorbian. It has rice, rice is very important for this 
dish, and meat. They are cooked in a pressure cooker. I mean it’s like cooking Sanoona1. You fry 
the onions then you put in the potatoes. After that you put in the seasonings2 and some garlic and 
green pepper. Then you put in the tomato sauce and the ground red pepper. After doing this you 
boil the meat, then you put it on the mixture and then you add the rice in layers because you will 
mix it with the Sanoona.  Or sometimes… I don’t know, I don’t know exactly how they make it. 
But you put the meat, rice and Sanoona all together in the pressure cooker. The rice’s color will 
change; it will turn something like brown. Its color will become like the Sanoona and meat’s 
color. Then the meat will dissolve in the rice. I mean when you eat the rice it will taste like meat. 
The Zorbian is a very famous dish even in Saudi Arabia. However, making it takes a long time 
and its ingredients are expensive. For this reason, they only make it for Eids or weddings or 
special occasions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Sanoona: a Yemeni dish that’s usually eaten with rice. It’s made of vegetables and meat and usually looks like 
thick, red soup. In this article, it refers to the mixture of fried vegetables. 
2 Seasonings: they consist of ground cumin, black pepper, fennel seeds and some cinnamon.  
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